Minutes
2012 Bond Project Advisory Team (PAT) Meeting
High School for Law & Justice

MEETING #: 17
LOCATION: High School for Law & Justice Library
DATE / TIME: January 12, 2:30-4:00pm
ATTENDEES: (those marked with a check were present)

- Mostiet, Carol Principal
- Alexander, Patricia Faculty
- Chasteen, Don Faculty
- Franklin, Shmecka Faculty
- Garma, Hector Faculty
- Hooten, Josh Faculty
- Johnson, George Faculty
- Liggett, Brooks Faculty
- Martindale, Michael Faculty
- Motte, Jerome Faculty
- Rodriguez, Christina Faculty
- Theall, Javonte Faculty
- Topper, Jennifer Faculty
- Wells, Ross Faculty
- Holmes, Valgene Faculty
- Garza, Juan Student
- Kirksey, Miyanna Student
- Felicia Bowman Parent
- Jeff Davis Community
- Bankhead, Dan HISD
- Clayton, Clay HISD
- Ford, Eric HISD
- Funk, Dave HISD
- Peeples, Andreas HISD
- Robertson, Sue HISD
- Woods, Mike HISD
- Wright, Kedrick HISD
- Albert, Joan Page
- Cohen, Matthew Page
- Flatt, Jamie Page
- French, Jim DLR
- Heger, Wendy Page
- Lee, Elain Page
- Sowells, Trinisha Page

PURPOSE: Review of interior development.

AGENDA:
- Introductions
- Review plan modifications
- Review interior renderings

DISCUSSION:
1. Ms. Lee presented the courtroom layout plan and perspectives.
   a. The bar, bench and jury box are fixed elements. All other furnishings are moveable.
   b. Comments were positive.
2. Ms. Sowells presented the material samples including carpet, translucent panels, wall covering, ceramic tile, vinyl composition tile, and miscellaneous the materials.
   a. The colors are grouped in three color ways; blue orange and green which can be utilized to define areas of study, academic neighborhoods, or floor levels. Additionally, a neutral color carpet was shown. The number of color ways can also be reduced to two or a single selection.
   b. The lighter grey will be used throughout except the darker grey will be used in the administration.
   c. Vinyl composition tile will be used in the crime scene and science labs.
   d. The three colors will be used as accents in wall materials to identify the neighborhoods. Law will be blue, Criminal justice will be orange and green will be used in the general academic neighborhood.
   e. Wall covering was recommended for wall protection in common areas.
   f. A tackable surface for walls in lieu of backboards was suggested and shown in each of the color groupings.

3. Mr. Woods reviewed status of the property purchase which is anticipated to be completed by the end of January. The street closure process will begin with the city immediately upon completion of the land purchase.

QUESTIONS/ANSWERS
1. No additional discussion

ACTION ITEMS:
16-1 None

WHAT TO EXPECT AT THE NEXT PAT MEETING:
1. Review of material selections.

NEXT PAT MEETING: Monday, February 9, 2015 at 4:00 pm, High School for law & Justice Library

Please review the meeting minutes and submit any changes or corrections to the author. After five (5) days, the minutes will be assumed to be accurate.

Sincerely,

Mike Woods
Program Manager
HISD – Construction & Facility Services
3200 Center Street, Houston, TX 77007
Phone: (713) 556-9253
Email: mwoods2@houstonisd.org